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Abstract. Optical flow provides good features for many computer vision tasks, such as action recognition,
motion estimation and multi-target tracking. Well-performed deep networks are driven by lots of labeled data
which is hard to get especially in real scenes. In this work, we present a novel unsupervised method that
can learn optical flow by robust image reconstruction based on brightness constancy and structure similarity
constraints. To overcome negative effects of occlusion and obtain natural dense pixel flow fields, we propose
an edge-aware loss function for smoothing flow fields while following original image structure. Experiments
conducted on Flying Chairs and KITTI datasets conform the effectiveness and robustness of our method. It
also provides a good initialization for supervised fine-tuning.
Keywords: Optical flow · Robust image similarity · Unsupervised learning · Structure based smoothing

Fig. 1. The proposed unsupervised optical flow learning framework. Our optical flow network adopts an architecture like
PWCNet [4] and estimate flow field in a coarse-to-fine manner. For simplicity, only two adjacent levels are depicted. Robust
image reconstruction loss and edge-aware smooth loss are also applied in full five pyramid levels for guiding each Flow
Estimation Network to predict corresponding flow field.

1

Introduction

Optical flow estimation is a longstanding problem in computer vision with the well-known aperture problem and
ambiguity in occlusion or textureless regions. Due to its strong feature representation ability in pixel level motion,
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optical flow module serves as a basic building block for many high level vision tasks, for example, action recognition [8], object tracking [9] and video understanding [10]. Traditional methods cast optical flow estimation into an
energy minization framework which suffers from heavy computation and hampering it from practical applications.
Inspired by the great success of deep neural network in high level vision tasks such as classification [7] and
detection, some well-performed optical flow deep models are proposed. Dosovitskiy et al. [1] firstly construct a deep
neural network FlowNet for optical flow estimation by end-to-end training on the synthetic dataset with CAD chair
models flying in front of moving background taken from Flickr. Ilg et al. [2] further present variants of iterative
models named FlowNet2 and study training schedule on two synthetic datasets. Ranjan et al. [3] construct a pyramid
deep network called SPyNet to estimate optical flow in an coarse-to-fine manner, which is light weight and able to
run on mobile devices.
Though these methods can achieve state-of-the-art performance, there is still a big problem in lack of real
scene-dependent ground truth data for end-to-end training. Some synthesic datasets such as Flying Chairs [1] and
Flying Things3D [13] are generated by computer graphic methods, however, distribution gap between synthesic and
real image data in rendering is obvious and generalization ability of models trained on artificial datasets remains
challenging. The only hundards of real ground truth flow data in KITTI [11, 12] dataset are acquired by laser radar
and it is not dense pixel. Therefore, it is worth studying with training optical flow networks on a sea of real videos
in an unsupervised way.
In this article, we introduce an end-to-end unsupervised approach that can learn optical flow from vast real video
data. Our model adopts a network structure based on recent state-of-the-art optical flow network PWCNet [4]. We
put forward several loss functions to achieve this goal. A robust image similarity loss in image reconstruction under
brightness changeable environment for guiding differentiable warping operation in unsupervised optical flow learning.
An edge-aware smooth loss that can smooth flow fields based on original image structure. To evaluate performance
of our method, we first train our model in Flying Chairs dataset without supervision, and then fine-tune on KITTI
image pairs. Results on test datasets of Flying Chairs and KITTI are reported along with comparison of several
well-behaved methods.
Our main contribution in this paper can be summarized as follows:
-We design a light weight while efficient system for unsupervised end-to-end optical flow learning.
-We propose a novel robust loss function to measure image similarity in brightness changeable environment and an
edge-aware smooth loss function for regularizing flow fields.
-We evaluate our methods on synthesic dataset and real world KITTI dataset to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our unsupervised learning method.

2
2.1

Related Work
Optical Flow Estimation

Optical flow estimation has been dominated by variational methods by minimizing an energy function since the
work of Horn and Schunck [15]. Some following works mainly focus on precise matching and dealing with large
displacements [16]. Successive work puts emphasis on sparse matching and interplation to generate dense pixel flow
fields [18]. There are also some learning base method such as using Markov Random Field (MRF) [19], getting spatial
statistics of flow field with a Field-of-Experts (FoE) model [20]. Recently, some deep learning methods improve the
speed-vs-precision trade-off by a large margin.
2.2

Unsupervised Learning Optical Flow

There is an emerging interest in learning optical estimation without ground truth data, mainly from video itself.
Seminal work by van Hateren et al. [17] model temporal coherence by Independent Component Analysis (ICA).
Spatial Transformer Network (STN) proposed by Jaderberg et al. [14] makes differentiable warping based method
can be integrated into end-to-end deep learning system. Jason J. Yu et al. [5] propose an unsupervised approach to
train a convnet to predict optical flow based on data term and spatial term. Z. Ren et al. [6] also propose a similar
framework with data term and smooth term loss functions.

3
3.1

Our Unsupervised Learning Framework for Optical Flow Estimation
Network Architecture

As show in Fig. 1, our network estimates optical flow from coarse to fine which contains a parameter sharing
siamese network named Pyramid Network. It extracts task-dependent feature as input of correlation module and
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Flow Estimation Networks. Each level in Pyramid Network takes two convolution layers followed by LeakyReLU,
and feature maps from high resolution to low are 32, 64, 64, 96, 96 and 128 separately.
There is one correlation module in each Flow Estimation Network. Searching radius of correlation is set to 4
as the same with PWCNet [4]. The total 5 Flow Estimation Networks among all resolutions employ 4 successive
convolution layers with output feture maps of 192, 128, 96 and 64. One followed convolution layer without non-linear
activation function serves as predicting flow field at the end of each Flow Estimation Network.

Fig. 2. Strong reflection, massive shadows and sharp illumination change in KITTI dataset.

3.2

Challenge in Real World

Many previous methods learn optical flow based on the assumption of brightness consistant, however, it usually
breaks the rule, especially in real world scenes as shown in Fig. 2. Strong reflection, massive shadows and sharp
illumination change make KITTI [12] bencmark challenging in optical flow estimation. It reflects the importance of
robustness in flow estimation methods.
Several unsupervised based approaches [5,6] adopt a data term for image reconstruction together with a smooth
term for solving the aperture problem and getting smooth natural results. Different from previous works, we improve
reconstruction loss function by introducing a robust image structure similarity term that mitigates adverse effects
from illumination variation. To prevent over-smoothing flow fields, our edge-aware smooth loss function is also
superior than traditional smoothness term. We now explain our robust loss functions in detail in the following.
3.3

Loss Functions

Robust Reconstruction Loss Given a pair of RGB images I1 , I2 ∈ RH×W ×3 , our network estimates a forward
flow field F ∈ RH×W ×2 . Based on classical brightness constancy assumption, our image reconstruction loss contains
a fundamental L1 loss
Lreconstruction

L1

=

1 X
|I1 (x) − W (I2 , F )(x)|
N x

N is number of pixels in I1 , x is pixel coordinate index (x, y), and W is the differentiable warping operation [14]
based on bilinear interpolation.
In order to deal with illumination change in many real scenes, we introduce a robust similarity reconstruction
loss based on image structural similarity (SSIM) [21]. SSIM is formulated as
SSIM (x, y) =

(2µx µy + c1 )(2σxy + c2 )
+ µ2y + c1 )(σx2 + σy2 + c2 )

(µ2x

Unlike L1 loss function strictly follows absolute value comparison which is noise sensitive, SSIM formula is based
on three comparison measurements between the samples of x, y, which are luminance l, contrast c and structure s.
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l(x, y) =

2µx µy + c1
,
µ2x + µ2y + c1

c(x, y) =

2σx σy + c2
,
σx2 + σy2 + c2

s(x, y) =

σxy + c3
σx σy + c3

By setting c3 = c2 /2, we get
SSIM (x, y) = l(x, y) · c(x, y) · s(x, y)
We take x, y as 3×3 image block in the same position of I1 and W (I2 , F ). If patch x and y have higher similarity,
SSIM (x, y) will get a larger value. Since SSIM ranges from 0 to 1, to minimize this structural similarity, our
structural similarity reconstruction loss is defined as
Lreconstruction

structure

=

1 X 1 − SSIM (I1 (x), W (I2 , F )(x))
N x
2

Finally, our robust reconstruction loss function is a weighted sum of aforementioned two terms, and we set α to
0.85 empirically.
Lreconstruction

robust

= αLreconstruction

structure

+ (1 − α)Lreconstruction

L1

Edge-Aware Smooth Loss The network predicts forward flow field F , which can be used to warp I2 to recover
I1 , and F should have similar gradient distribution with the original RGB image I1 . In this situation, we hold the
assumption that similar neighbor pixels in color space should have similar motion vector, and motion edges usually
occurs at image edges.
By taking image luminance field into consideration, we can get a local weighted smooth term that obeys original
color image structure. We deal with horizontal and vertical gradients separately. Our edge-aware smooth loss is
formulated as follows, we set β to 10.
1 X
Lsmooth edge−aware =
(|∇x F (x)|e−β|∇x I1 (x)| + |∇y F (x)|e−β|∇y I1 (x)| )
N x
Now our total loss function is a weighted sum of our robust reconstruction loss and edge-aware smooth loss over
total five pyramid levels.
Ltotal =

6
X

ω l (Llreconstruction

robust

+ γLlsmooth

edge−aware )

l=2

ω trades off weights among five different resolutions, and γ controls effectness between reconstruction and smooth
terms. In our experiments, we set ω2 = 12.0, ω3 = 6.0, ω4 = 4.0, ω5 = 3.0, ω6 = 1.0. According to cross validation, γ
is set to 0.1.

4

Experiments

In this section, we will describe our implement details and results on several benchmarks of proposed methods.
4.1

Implementation Details

Our experiments are conducted on a PC equipped with an Intel Core i7-6700 3.4GHz with 16GB memory and one
NVIDIA GTX1080Ti GPU. We use PyTorch as our deep learning framework.
We build pyramids of predicted flow fields and images in 5 reoslutions, where adjacent levels is 2 times in both
height and width. Our network structure and loss functions have been described in above sections.
Flying Chairs We first train our network on Flying Chairs dataset with the same training and testing separation
of FlowNet [1]. Training dataset contains 22, 232 image pairs, we adopt color jitter, horizontal flip, vertical flip,
random translate, random crop as data augmentation methods. The total training iterations is 300, 000, and initial
learning rate is set to 1e − 4 that decays to one-fourth every 100, 000 iterations. To regularize the network, weight
decay is set to 1e − 5. Image pairs are cropped to 320 × 448 when importing into the network. Some visual results
on Flying Chairs testing dataset are depicted in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Some visual results on Flying Chairs test dataset. Every three adjacent items form a group. From left to right are
fused color image, ground truth flow field, estimated flow field.

Fig. 4. Some visual results on KITTI2012 training dataset.
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Fig. 5. Some visual results on KITTI2015 training dataset.
Table 1. Comparison with other related methods.
Datasets
Methods

Flying Chairs
test

KITTI 2012
train Noc

train All

J. Yu-ft-KITTI [5]

5.3

4.3

11.3

Z. Ren-Chairs [6]
Z. Ren-ft-KITTI [6]

5.11
6.86

9.21
3.29

16.98
10.43

Ours-Chairs
Ours-ft-KITTI

4.01
5.18

4.56
3.11

10.84
8.14

KITTI We then finetune our network on KITTI2012 [11] and KITTI2015 [12] optical flow datasets also in an
unsupervised way. The training and testing image pairs of both datasets are employed with horizontal flip, color
jitter and random translate augmentation methods. There are 389 image pairs in KITTI2012 and 400 image paris
in KITTI2015. The total 789 image pairs are randomly cropped to 320 × 896 before feeding into the network. Total
number of iterations is set to 100, 000 and learning rate takes 1e−5 and 2.5e−6 in two equal halves respectively. We
find that masking out pixels near image borders when calculating loss is benificial to the performance on KITTI. It
may because that pixels near borders have more serious occlusion. Visualization of experimental results on KITTI
are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
4.2

Comparison with Other Related Methods

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approaches, we compare our method with several advanced unsupervised
flow estimation methods most relevant to ours on Flying Chairs test set and KITTI2012 training set. J. Yu [5]
and Z. Ren [6] both take a data term and smooth term in loss function. Their network structure is similar to ours
and estimate flow field from coarse to fine in five adjacent resolutions. Obvious difference between our method and
theirs is our robust loss functions. End point error (EPE) of several methods is listed in Tab. 1. With the help of
our robust reconstruction loss function and edge-aware smooth loss function, our approach surpasses both methods
in Flying Chairs and KITTI2012 dataset.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an unsupervised learning framework of optical flow which is robust in real scenes. Experimets domonstrate that our robust reconstruction loss function and edge-aware smooth loss function guide flow
learning in a more proper way compared to previous works. Results proof that this approach can get better performance in both synthetic and real scenario datasets. Some visualizations show that our method can learn optical
flow from vast unlabeled videos automatically, which is beneficial to lots of subsequent high-level vision tasks.
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